Precision’s Oncology Site Network:
Find precisely the right sites for
your complex oncology trial

Precision’s Oncology Site Network (OSN) puts
enrollment-ready sites at your fingertips
We assemble our network carefully, choosing sites
with flawless records of skillfully managing complex
trials. We then implement an optimized activation
process, focusing on swift and dependable start-up—
where possible, within 90 days.

■■ Track record of swift, dependable start-up—
including feasibility, study design input, and
patient accrual

■■ Well-vetted, prequalified oncology sites accelerate
site selection

■■ Highly skilled in conducting phase 1 trials with
challenging PK sampling and biopsy requirements
for correlative/translational requirements

■■ Academic and community-based sites throughout
the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia

■■ Nursing and resource models to support patientcentric treatment

■■ Expertise in phases 2, 3, and 4

OSN sites rely on our expertise—and benefit from our support
Part of Precision’s end-to-end oncology development
solution, the OSN benefits both sites and sponsors.

■■ Engaged, ongoing support from highly skilled
oncology clinical trial monitors

■■ Start-up and enrollment support from a leader in
early-phase oncology development

■■ Access to novel agents for patients in need
■■ Increased opportunity to partner with sponsors

Precision’s Oncology Site Network is a global network of
Centers of Excellence with turnkey start-up.
info@precisionformedicine.com

precisionformedicine.com

A personalized approach to matching the right
sites to the right clinical trials
At the heart of oncology clinical research are the

■■ Sites are hand-selected and carefully vetted
through the lens of our expertise and experience

patients who need novel innovations in cancer
treatment. Clinical trials can provide them with

■■ Contracts, processes, and other prequalification

life-saving therapeutics, even as a drug continues
development. Precision is passionate about
supporting these endeavors—and deeply committed

operations are completed to expedite study start-up
■■ Our consultative, engaging relationship with

to matching the right sites and the right patients
to the right oncology trials.

network sites results in a deep understanding
of site needs and opportunities, correlating to
seamless clinical trial execution

Accelerating the worldwide pathway for oncology drug development
Global lab
footprint

Flawless biomarker assay
execution and informatics
drug continues develop

Global trial
execution

Global Oncology
Site Network

In-country expertise
with multinational scale

Rapid enrollment with
respected sites
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ONCOLOGY SITE NETWORK

Precision’s Oncology Site Network is led by Tandy Tipps, MED, MPA, PhD, former Department Administrator for
Investigational Cancer Therapeutics at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center.
PLACE YOUR TRIAL AT THE RIGHT SITE
To learn more about Precision’s Oncology Site Network,
please contact us at info@precisionformedicine.com, or visit
precisionformedicine.com.
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